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NEW QUESTION: 1
(F) We ought not to test the safety of new drugs on sentient animals, such as dogs and rabbits.
Our benefit means their pain, and they are equal to us in the capacity to feel pain.
(G) We must carry out such tests; otherwise, we would irresponsibly sacrifice the human lives
that could have been saved by the drugs.
Which of the following, if true, is the best objection that could be made from F's point of view to
counter G's point?
A. Medical science already has at its disposal a great number of drugs and other treatments for
serious illnesses.
B. Many tests now performed on sentient animals can be performed equally well on fertilized
chicken eggs that are at a very early stage of development.
C. Some of the drugs to be tested would save human beings from great pain.
D. Even though it is not necessary for people to use cosmetics, cosmetics are also being tested
on sentient animals.
E. It is not possible to obtain scientifically adequate results by testing drugs in the test tube,
without making tests on living tissue.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 2
You have a Dockerfile that you need to deploy on Kubernetes Engine. What should you do?
A. Create a docker image from the Dockerfile and upload it to Cloud Storage. Create a
Deployment YAML file to point to that image. Use kubectl to create the deployment with that
file.
B. Create a docker image from the Dockerfile and upload it to Container Registry. Create a
Deployment YAML file to point to that image. Use kubectl to create the deployment with that
file.
C. Use gcloud app deploy <dockerfilename>.
D. Use kubectl app deploy <dockerfilename>.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Reference https://cloud.google.com/kubernetes-engine/docs/tutorials/hello-app

NEW QUESTION: 3
After the performance document status is marked complete and goals are updated in Goal
Management, can further changes be made to the goals in the performance document, either
directly or through Goal Management?
A. Goals can be updated in the performance document by using Goal Management, but only by
the worker.
B. Goals can be updated in the performance document by both the manager and the worker by
using Goal Management only.
C. Goals can be updated in the performance document by using Goal Management, but only by
the manager.
D. Goals can be updated in the performance document by both the manager and the worker.
E. Goals cannot be updated in the performance document by the manager or the worker.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
What is the purpose of setting a pixel aspect ratio for an image?
A. to ensure that the resolution of the image is appropriate for printing
B. to draw perfect squares or circles with the Marquee tool
C. to constrain the proportions of an image when it is scaled
D. to compensate for scaling when the image is incorporated into video
Answer: D
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